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Chairman's Update

On our way to
another great year
Update from Geoff French.
A belated Happy New Year 2005 to all of you and
a slightly early Happy Chinese New Year to all of
our staff in China. Christmas and the New Year
celebrations have been marred across the world
by the tragic events in Asia, and I am relieved
to confirm that all our staff in the area have been
safely accounted for.
Our results for the first half of the financial
year show us ahead of last year's figures by
around 5% overall in terms of both turnover and
profitability. The growth has not been quite as
high as we had planned because of uncertainties
in several major markets but our plan remains to
continue to grow at the fastest possible rate. The
half-year results are summarised below and were
presented at the recent Annual General Meeting .
We are winning extensions to our current
projects and new commissions at a good rate in
support of that growth. Major wins since the last
Chairman's Update include additions to our work
in the UK: West Coast Rail Modernisation, work
for English Partnerships and Expressway Design
in China. International Division, which had a
relatively slow start to the year, has had a
spectacular few months with major project wins
in the Philippines, Kenya, Serbia, Vietnam,
Turkey, Ethiopia, Poland, India and Thailand, in
addition to winning Multiple Framework
Contracts covering Transport and Environment
for the EU Accession States in Eastern Europe.
The development and changing nature of our
International Division is clearly apparent in
Spotlight this month.

In support of this growth strategy our
shareholders have agreed a change to the
method of valuing our shares, which means that
they can be used in any future acquisitions. To
give the new share valuation method a chance to
settle down, the next general share offer will be
delayed until Autumn 2005.
We continue to improve both our internal
communications and our corporate branding ,
both of which are covered in Exchange. The
electronic replacement for Scottlight in the UK Interchange - has been prepared, with its first
edition scheduled for January 2005. Discussions
with China/Hong Kong and Africa are underway
to review how they update their newsletters,
building on the template and branding of
Interchange, but with content and distribution
that reflects their local requirements . Unite, the
Scott Wilson Intranet, has been re-designed and
the first phase is being rolled out this month.
We are continuing to improve our office
accommodation. The Swindon office moved to
new premises in November, Chesterfield moves
into Royal Court in February, and other office
moves are planned in Manchester, Liverpool and
Nottingham .
The Edinburgh office has become the centre
of our Wind Engineering work and, led by David
Wright, they will work with all other parts of the
organisation to provide high quality and bespoke
solutions to our cl ients. As a result of this, and
other restructuring decisions, the St Austell office
closed at the end of 2004. The Morley office will

also be closed at the completion of the current
term commission for Yorkshire Water.
Congratulations to Jiangsu Scott Wilson on
their 10th Anniversary, which I was pleased to
help them celebrate in Nanjing, to Suzanne
Scobie as the first woman chair of the ICE
Thames Valley Association, to Debra Power and
all those associated with the Millennium Project,
who all feature in this edition. But most of all,
my thanks to all of you for your exceptional efforts
in 2004.
Our staff continue to be at the heart of our
success and this has recently been highlighted in
our client research. The output from the first
modules of the Leadership Development
Programme is already being incorporated into
our thinking and planning and the emphasis on
our people will continue as a key strategic focus
in 2005.
The business planning process for
2005/2006 has already
started and I am
confident that, with
your continuing
support, Scott
W ilson will continue
to develop
and grow.

Group Turnover
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"Finance Directors usually like to see figures rising on a graph, but in the case of Working Capital (work we have completed but not yet paid for) , the
lower the better. Working Capital is £40.4m, £5.7 m higher than in May. All of us have a part to play in reducing this. If we seriously want to grow our
business we have to find the growth internally. This means reducing the time taken between doing work and receiving payment. The more we reduce
this, the more we can fund expansion." Stephen Kimmett, Group Finance Director.

Project update

Digging into the past
Our Heritage Team gets 1n touch with our ancestors.
The last 2 years have seen our UK Heritage
Team expand dramatically from the Leeds office,
with staff now in Peterborough and London. A
recent highlight has been the development on a
former hospital site in Chester-le-Street for Miller
Homes (North East) Ltd. The local planning
authority had earmarked the site as potentially
containing a Roman road. However, further
archaeological monitoring was ruled out because
construction and demolition had severely
disturbed it. This left the eastern part of the site,
a former landscaped lawn .

The excavation, investigation and recording of
this landscaped area formed the archaeological
mitigation strategy prior to construction work.
When the work went ahead the area revealed a
well-preserved Roman Road , a Bronze Age pit
and a palaeo-channel (silted-up stream).
By focusing on the archaeological risk and
the minimum requirement for fulfilling the
archaeological planning condition, the Heritage
Team did justice to the archaeology as well
as reducing costs, all achieved without delays
to construction.

Crossing safely
Preventing accidents at level crossings.
The recent tragic events at the Lifton Nerve! rail
level crossing in Berkshire, UK in November
alerted public attention to their potential for
misuse with lethal consequences. Ironically our
Transport Engineering Team, headed up by John
Orchard, is carrying out research for the UK's
Rail Safety and Standards Board (RSSB) on
how to deter drivers from running the red lights

project began as a feasibility study investigating
a large cross-section of level crossing sites
where incidents had occurred and assessing
their suitability for trials using 'median strips' (an
easily deformed physical barrier along the double
white line separating the adjacent lanes) to see if
they can be safely installed on the road
approaches at selected sites."

and treating the barriers as a chicane.
The RSSB is seeking a safe, cost-effective
solution to prevent this illegal and dangerous
activity. John describes our involvement, "The

Scott Wilson has made site visits with Her
Majesty's Railway Inspectorate (HMRI), the
Highway Authorities and the Police, inspecting
each site and preparing specifications for CCTV
cameras to study driver behaviour. The project
has received support from the highest level with
input from the UK Secretary of State for
Transport, Alistair Darling.
CCTV monitoring of selected crossings will
be used to identify the level of violations at each
site, followed by the installation of 'median strips'
where there are significant problems. Once the
trial results are received, the Transport
Engineering Team will be able to make
recommendations for a design standard to be
applied across the UK.

A major
project in
Sri Lanka
Tripling capacity at Colombo Port.
Sri Lanka's largest infrastructure project,
providing real long-term economic benefit to the
country, is being project managed by Colin
Holmes. "Over the next two decades investment
of $1.2 billion from the private sector is
anticipated and, to release this, $300 million
from the public purse is required. Our challenge
now is to support the Government in securing
public sector funding ." Whilst satisfied with a
good start he acknowledges that there is still
much to achieve. "We are here to do all that
we can to deliver tangible progress in the
ports sector."
The Government of Sri Lanka recently
accepted detailed recommendations tripling the
capacity of the Port of Colombo and, with new
legislation allowing future development to
mobilise private sector investment also in the
pipeline, this is a real milestone for the project.
The expansion requires constructing a major
breakwater six kilometres long in water depths
up to 20 metres. This will provide calm water for
four new container terminals to accommodate
the next generation of ships. The technical team,
led by resident Director Don Wootton is
reinforced by frequent visits by specialists from
our Basingstoke office. The port reform
elements have been led by Chris van Krimpen,
supported by the Business Consultancy Group
and local and international lawyers.
STOP PRESS: This article was prepared prior
to the Tsunami disaster. We are able to report
that all staff and work on this project has been
unaffected by recent events.

Inside Scott Wilson

Interactive intranet goes live
Oliver Budworth tells us how the new Intranet will help us all.

January 2005 is an important milestone for Unite,
Scott Wilson's Intranet, the new fully interactive
system will go live and present the company with
a truly forward looking information tool.
"We are currently transferring and updating
the existing content so there will be a seamless
handover from the old to the new system," says
Oliver, Scott Wilson's Webmaster. "The new
Intranet will be much faster and fully searchable
with a more user-friendly layout. Electronic

newsletters such as Interchange, the
new local eZine launched in the UK in
January, will pull people into the intranet
and new sections like the internal jobs
page will give users wider access to
Company information . It has a text only
version for international access on low
band-width connections. We are aiming
to build an interface that is inviting
yet familiar."
Once the new intranet has gone live
the development team are considering
further features:
• Key user tools such as the Outlook email
system and ETCi will eventually be integrated
into the intranet so users will be able to run
the majority of their computer-based tasks
through one application
• Access will be available through the
Internet by secure connection, even
outside Scott Wilson (even eventually
through a pocket computer)

• Online forums will make interaction and
discussion on a particular subject easier
• Secure login areas will be available for
specific projects and services etc
• Users will be able to select multiple
language versions.
There are a number of processes to complete
before the intranet goes live, as Oliver explains:
"The development team will soon be training
appointed Page Owners and Editors to manage
the content of the intranet as it grows. We are
also planning a training schedule for staff so
everyone is familiar with the new system and
there will be comprehensive site testing,
feedback and final tweaking. The IT team are
working to set up advanced functionality of
the new site in addition to the vital task of
ensuring that it is secure. It's an exciting
time to be involved in the project because
it will transform the way people work within
Scott Wilson."

Making our voice heard
Ron Wall explains how we are developing our brand and taking 1t to the outside world
Our brand is all about who we are and how we
appear to the outside world - not just a logo at
the top right hand corner of our marketing
materials and letterheads. It says much more
about us. It tells our employees, clients and other
stakeholders what to expect from us - what we
stand for.
Research has been undertaken over the last
3 months by Weber Shandwick, a top PR
consultancy, surveying a variety of stakeholders
to get an idea of what they think of us and also
of our competitors.
The results of this research has been
analysed and a proposal of how we can best
promote our brand suggested. Our people are
the most compelling and consistent message to
come out of our early work and it is likely we
will build on this theme in the various campaigns
flowing from this initiative. It is important that
as a global, diverse organisation we achieve
competitive advantage from our corporate
brand, rather than being seen as a sum of
disparate parts.
A series of measures are being put in place
to ensure that our brand truly reflects the core
values of Scott Wilson . These will impact upon
every area in which we work and will provide an

integrated approach to how we promote
ourselves in the market place.
One of the early initiatives is the refurbishment
of corporate office areas. It is important that we
portray the correct image as soon as anyone
walks into a Scott Wilson office. Guidelines have
been established and several offices have

already been refurbished, including London and
Birmingham. Any subsequent office
refurbishment will follow the "Corporate Office
Area Guidelines', found on the Intranet Level 2
SWIMS 5. The refurbished offices have already
received much praise from both employees
and clients.

Spotlight
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

The international dimension A challenge
the size
of India
John Nutt tells us the secret

to

International D1vis1on's success.

One thing is for sure - life is not standing still in
International Division. Since 2003 International
Division has responsibility for developing business
in 4 continents. Led by John Nutt, based in
Basingstoke UK, the Division has 600 multicultural, multi-lingual staff operating from 43
offices worldwide. Winning and delivering
business requires understanding of the political,
social and economic environment in each country
and this comes best from people on the ground .
The Division is focusing on building local
businesses promoting the full range of our services
to local clients. In addition we are pursuing
partnerships with global clients that we can follow
around the world with their projects.
To tackle the challenge of operating in many
markets with many services, the Division is
organised regionally and sectorally. Much effort
is being put into developing our businesses in
Central and Eastern Europe, Asia and our longstanding African markets. This year has seen
the opening of new offices in Warsaw and Delhi,
whilst registrations of new businesses in Serbia,
Kazakhstan and Nairobi are currently in hand .
Equal importance is attached to developing
business and skills in the sectors, covering all
aspects of Transport, Resources, Consultancy
and Property. Th is diversity of skills has been
greatly enhanced with the merging of teams
from Kn ight Piesold (UK) and Hydrogeological
Services International (HSI).

International Division was set an aggressive
target of doubling turnover in three years, and
although the first quarter of this year started slowly,
there have been wins of £28m of new work in the
last three months. Our major project portfolio now
includes the Polish ERDF infrastructure planning

project, the 70km Novi Sad - Belgrade motorway
in Serbia, the 250mw Bujagali hydro-electric power
scheme in Uganda, Combe Down mine stabilisation
in the UK, design checks of major rail bridges in
India, the first highway PPP project in Mexico
and customs facilitation projects in both Turkey
and Vietnam.
Growing and operating a business internationally
is very challenging and our
success is being
achieved through
the dedication of
our strong
regionally based
staff and their
ability to utilise
expertise from
across the Group.

Managing Business Development for the
South Asia Region.
Managing Business Development for the South
Asia Region, Eddie Foster, employs 250 people
for Scott Wilson India, managed in several key
locations around the country from its HQ in New
Delhi. Transportation is the major market, with the
National Highways Authority of India the largest
client. Other active sectors include ports and
airports, water, particularly rural water
management schemes.
"India covers an area the size of Western
Europe, so we have to be focused in our marketing
efforts", says Eddie. "English and Hindi are the
official languages, and English as a unifying tongue
is very useful as it is widely used in business."
India manages business development
throughout the South Asia region undertaking work
in Afghanistan and Sri Lanka and giving support
to Shuva Sharma in Nepal. A lower cost resource
for outsourced opportunities is high on the Indian
agenda, which includes working internationally
including commissions in Oman and Tanzania.

Locations, languages,
and a war zone (or two)

Here,
there and
everywhere

Mediterranean, Gulf and Americas Region.

Adrian Tite on a sector and regional role .

This region has one of the most diverse ranges
of countries in International Division, and is not

become 'the next Poland' as the country heads
towards EU accession.

Adrian nte is responsible for business
development in both the Consultancy sector and

without extremely high-risk locations. However,
business is growing rapidly, particularly in
Morocco, and it is expected that Turkey will

Peter Illes is responsible for business
development in the region . "Our Resource sector

Western Europe and CIS regions . "The
Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS)
was born out of the collapse of the former
Soviet countries and we have been in this
market for over 10 years, " says Adrian. The
transport of natural resources in the CIS is a key
growth target, with recent projects focusing on
oil pipelines, tariffs and trade facilitation .
Our Madrid operation, acquired following
merger with Knight Piesold, focuses on mining
and property development and provides close
links to the Latin American markets for PFI
initiatives.
The main focus of our consultancy work is on
pro-poor projects ranging from building roads by
hand to facilitating village workshops in Africa.

projects, such as mining and hydropower,
provide long-term income for the company, " he
says. "Many of our clients value the personal
relationships that have been built up over many
years, and have remained doing business with
us as we have repositioned our services as
Scott Wilson Piesold."
Iraq has had an impact upon the region's
business, a prime concern being to ensure that
any potential projects are fully risk-assessed
before any resources are committed. Iran, on the
other hand, is a buoyant market for the region
and this year has seen project successes in
Yemen, Egypt and Libya.

Spotlight
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1 billion people. 53 countries.
One Scott Wilson
An 1ns1ght into our African operation.
Derm Knight has headed up the Africa operation
since 1978. The African continent is a big place,
home to 1,035 million people in 53 countries, with
three broad language zones.
"There has been remarkable progress towards
good governance in an increasing number of
countries over the past 10 years," says Derm.

improvement will require infrastructure
development and improvement on a vast scale."
The New Partnership for Africa's Development
(NEPAD) is an African-led strategy directed to the
achievement of sustainable development and
poverty reduction in Africa. Because the majority of
NEPAD and other African infrastructure initiatives

"Privatisation is increasing and an emergence of

will be launched in, and driven out of South Africa,

public/private partnerships is apparent. One of

we recently re-established operations in

Africa's biggest and most important deficiencies is

Johannesburg with the relocation of the Regional

infrastructure. Any progress towards economic

Head Office to the city.

Central to our growth

International Division
At a Glance

The expansion of Central Europe and the beneHs to Scott Wilson.

Head of Division:

"Providers of consultancy services have enjoyed

ten feasibility studies have been undertaken in

John Nutt

immediate benefits from the rapid expansion of

Serbia, Bosnia, Montenegro, Macedonia and

Turnover Target for 2004/2005:

the European Union," says Martin Edge. "The
Central and Eastern European Countries (CEEC)

Albania. These projects have taken many of our

£30 million

UK-based staff to the scenic Adriatic coast

Number of Staff:

region has received enormous funding from the

and the remote mountains of Montenegro

600

EC and International Funding lnstitiutions (IFI) for

and Albania.
Our position in the Balkans is being consolidated

Locations:

infrastructure network modernisation. Our local

Accra

Karaganda

extensive consultancy in project identification,

with long-term assignments, such as the Novi
Sad to Belgrade motorway supervision. There is

Addis Ababa

Kathmandu

feasibility, design, supervision and monitoring."

a growing volume of inward investment from the

Almaty

Kigali

private sector providing opportunities for broader

Ashford

Kitwe

Scott Wilson team is responding to calls for

We are now well established in Poland with over
40 Polish staff in the Warsaw office, led by Simon

consultancy services, and developing close ties

Hindshaw, and a number of high profile project

with local and regional consu ltants is essential

offices around the country. In the western Balkans,

for our long-term global business.

Flying high in Bangkok

Astana

Kuala Lumpur

Bangalore

Lilongwe

Bangkok

Lucknow

Basingstoke

Lusaka

Belgrade

Madrid

Bishkek

Manila

Blantyre
Chennai
Dar es Salaam

Suvarnabhum1 International Airport

Gaborone
the major international company with a range of

Guildford

appointments from construction supervision, to

Hanoi

A major project is the Second Bangkok International

design and project management for a number of

Harare

Airport (SBIA), one of the largest construction

private concessionaires."

Hyderabad

Ronnie Thomson, based in Bangkok, takes
responsibility for the South East Asia business.

projects underway in South East Asia. In 1995
Scott Wilson was part of an American led
consortium that secured the Airside Design,
where our primary role was limited to the pavement
structure design. Following a new agreement for
funding in 2001, the remnants of the old consortium

New Delhi
Phnom Penh
Poznan
Quelimane
Sofia
Udiapur
Warsaw

Kampala

Wroclaw

Top 10 Countries (by fees billed):
Poland
India
Thailand
Balkans
Ghana

we have 55 staff on site. From a minor partner in

Nairobi

Johannesburg

were approached to update the original design.

the consortium we have established ourselves as

Milowka
Mumbai

Jakarta

This time Scott W ilson took the lead.
"From tiny acorns grow mighty oaks," says
Ronnie. "Our fee will be around US $7million and

Maputo

Philippines
Iran
Ethiopia
Mozambique
Kazakhstan

Country Profile/Market Profile
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The future's bright,
the future's green
Even without a permanent presence, Northern Ireland has brought us huge success. Is it time to set down some roots?

Background
In the summer of 1997 it became clear that
Scotland Division would have to grow
geographically as well as organically. Initial
investigations indicated that our roads expertise
would be well received in the Province but that
a local partner would be an essential
component of success.
Scott Wilson Ferguson Mcllveen JV was set
up and immediately started tendering for major
road schemes. In January 199B, we had two
major successes and were appointed by
'Roads Service' to take on the A5
Newtownstewart Bypass and AB Belfast Lame improvements. "Having a local partner
was a major issue for us," said Ronnie Hunter.
"There are locally sensitive issues which we
have to tune into, you cannot, for example, do
meaningful traffic surveys in South Armagh!"

First Steps
Susan Briggs led our first projects and the Belfast
- Lame Road project allowed us to introduce new
technologies into Northern Ireland; Russell Bissland
used his Route Action plan experience on the
REVS traffic simulation model to target road
improvements in order to gain maximum operational
benefits. Roads Service had little experience of
new road procurement methods and our Scottish
experience of Design and Build was of particular
interest to them. In the event, it was decided to
procure Newtownstewart Bypass by a Design and
Build method and the project was delivered on the
ground within four years of our initial appointment
without the need for public enquiry, "almost an
unknown experience in the Province," says
Ronnie Hunter.

Consolidation
Our outstanding performance led to us being
appointed by the City of Lisburn Council to
provide support at major public inquiries and
our JV partner introduced us to the Northern
Irish rail market.
Further breakthroughs came when we were
appointed as framework consultants to Roads
Service for Scheme Appraisals, Feasibility
Studies and the Project Management of Road
Schemes. Roads Service I Monaghan County

Council also appointed us to look at the A3/N54
route which interestingly crosses the border
three times in as many miles. In parallel with
our work for Roads Service, Kenny O'Hara has
developed relationships with local contractors
to take us forward in the Design and Build market.
We won the £ 12m Limavardy Bypass
scheme with Grahams and the project was
delivered over a 14-month period on a target
cost basis. Further success came with our
appointment as client advisor on the M1/
Westlink widening scheme where we provided
technical advice and evidence at Public Inquiry
taking over from a previous consultant.

The Present
Northern Ireland is now one of our main
markets and success conti nues in several
fields. Since colleagues in the environment
field were awarded a framework commission
with the Environment and Heritage Service, we
are now the prime supplier of consultancy to
the Roads Service. We are taking forward
the £BOm Beechill to Clog Scheme (Newry
Bypass), the £40m Northern Corridor
improvements on the Belfast - Londonderry
Road and site works are almost complete

on the AB Belfast - Lame Road where Roger
Anderson is our sole resident representative .
However, our biggest challenges are on the
M1/M2 Widening PPP projects valued at some
£ 150m, where we are the Roads Service
technical advisor. The project is now at BAFO
stage and we are moving towards the final
negotiations on this major project that traverses
central Belfast and has particular technical and
community challenges.

The Future
We have been particularly successful in
Northern Ireland without a permanent
presence. However, we now need to build on
that success and to diversify in terms of activity
and if that is to be done sensibly, it must be
done by providing a permanent land presence.
We do expect to set up a project team and
major site teams in the coming months,
together with a local office that will take our
business forward. As well as local recruitment
we will need to involve our own staff in this
major opportunity. It will take a great effort but
it is our clear intention to have a permanent
office in the Province and to develop our business
on the foundations of our current success.

Outspoken

Playing the
regeneration game
Outspoken takes a long hard look at the UK Government's attempts at urban renewal.
Article by Glyn Roberts, Central D1v1s1on, and Mary Holt, New D1v1s1on.
The UK is the oldest industrialised country in
the world. Factories and offices, housing, transport,
drainage and power, health, education and town
centre facilities - with much of this fabric now
ageing, the shifting geography of trade and
technology has led to severe industrial decline
in major urban conurbations in the North
and Midlands.
As a result the social fabric of whole
communities has been damaged, leading to
symptoms of social exclusion e.g. lack of work,
crime, substance abuse, poor housing, poor
environment and low quality jobs. They add up
to awful life opportunities for local residents.
Regeneration has to tackle the fu ll range of
problems - physical, social and
economic - thus a combination
of public and private sector
planning, investment and action
is required.
Successive governments
have developed progressively
larger regeneration programmes
to address these issues.
The direction of the
government seems
schizophrenic rather than
'joined up', despite much political
rhetoric. Central government
is urging local and regional
partnerships to develop integrated
approaches e.g. linking physical
regeneration with health,
community safety and education
improvements. However, many
of the real difficulties arise
because of the apparent
inability of government
departments (and presumably senior civil
servants and their ministers) to understand
each other's agenda and build collaboration,
joined up priorities and action across the top tier
of government.
Confusion can even be caused by different
parts of the same department. The new planning
legislation (Planning and Compulsory Purchase
Act 2004) and spending initiatives such as
the half-billion pound Housing Market Renewal
(HMR) initiative - dealing with the worst low

demand housing and poorest communities in the
northern and midlands regions - are not always
in tune. Some of the HMR Pathfinders funded
by the Office of the Deputy Prime Minister
(ODPM) complain that delivery of their
programmes is inhibited by the new planning
system being introduced by another part of
ODPMI New planning guidance and regional
spatial strategy development may be required
to sort out the problems emerging. Colleagues
in Scott Wilson are also reporting confusion at
local authority and developer level regarding the
status of the various plans and strategies
required under the new planning system and
for regeneration purposes.

From a consultancy point of view there is a
distinct upside to this confusion. The market for
planning and regeneration consultancy has never
been so strong, with the recent 'Planning' national
survey of consultants reporting a buoyant market
and high hopes for the next trad ing year. Local
authorities and developers need to get to grips
with the new planning system. The public funding
for regeneration in the North and Midlands and
growth zones in the South will also start to come
through in substantial amounts.

Government initiatives led by different parts of
ODPM are following different paths. The Housing
Market Renewal initiative is being led by new
partnerships. The Urban Policy Unit of ODPM is
promoting Urban Development Corporations and
Urban Regeneration, together with the work of
English Partnerships. Finally the separate
Neighbourhood Renewal Unit in ODPM has its
national neighbourhood renewal initiative and
rather blighted New Deal for Communities (NOC)
Programme, where large housing area renewal
programmes are being managed by communitydriven partnerships. It will be interesting to see
whether the Government's newer initiatives suffer the
same fate with acute delivery problems and local
conflicts as have affected the
NOC Partnerships.
The decision and delivery
structures for the Thames
Gateway have also proliferated
to the point where there is an
unbelievable jumble of budgets
and organisations - as yet
producing lots of talk and little
real action. These structures
sometimes appear influenced
more by the drive to provide roles
for key political players than as
effective delivery mechanisms
for huge transformational
programmes of regeneration
and development. Democracy
is fine but what is needed for
delivery is leadership - just as it
is in the private sector.
The huge and accelerating
pace of urban regeneration
presents opportunities for Scott
Wilson. We are becoming a much stronger
player in the 'Regeneration Game' and have a lot
to offer to the new markets opening up around
the UK. Despite the issues around, (outlined
above) there is real energy, innovation and
progress in many areas of the regeneration
process. As a consultancy we are at the cutting
edge of some of these new initiatives and are
rapidly growing our share of this diverse market
for regeneration, planning, management and
technical ski lls. The future looks good!
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Community focus

Remote working
Stanley Chau visits an isolated tnbe 1n Gu1zhou.
In late October Stanley Chau, Finance Director
in Hong Kong, was part of a charity team that
travelled to a tribe called the Small Flowery Miao
in a remote part of Guizhou Province in southern
China. Working with limited resources the team
has funded work including building a new school
and water tank as well as training local doctors
and teachers.
The journey to the 1000-person village at an
elevation of 2000m, involved 5 hours on bumpy,
winding roads and then a 2-hour hike across
high mountains to reach the village. The

mountainous soil is acidic and hygiene conditions
are very poor. Child mortality rate runs at about
30% and in 1997 a typhoid epidemic killed a third
of the entire population.
Despite the hardships they face, the villagers
are positive and hardworking. The team were
pleased with the progress of the programmes
despite a possible leak in the water tank. As
Stanley said "It was one of the few times in my
life that I wished I were an engineer and not an
accountant!" The team is planning a return visit
in 6 months time for a further check on progress.

A smile says it all with
the Millennium Project

Letters to
the Editor

Charity begins 1n the workplace. An update from Debra Power.

Is there anyone out there? We are keen to hear
from anyone with comments, suggestions and
questions. Just send an email to
exchange@scottwilson.com

Jumping
in at the
deep end
Raft building with the Graduate
Foundation Programme.
Raft building was just one of the many activities
experienced by our latest intake of graduates
into the UK Graduate Development Programme.
Building on its prior success, the programme

'Helping Children Smile Across the Miles' That's the strap-line for the 'Scott Wilson
Millennium Project'. In 2004 we raised £ 1,600
to help children in Bulgaria, Ethiopia, Moldova,
Russia, Serbia and Zambia. Thanks to everybody
in Scott Wilson who has contributed throughout
the year.
Raising the money was huge fun - racing
dragon boats, baking cakes, making speeches,
starting a bookstore. But the best is seeing the
smiling kiddies' faces when they received the
shoes or toys that we buy for them.
As we start 2005, our bank balance stands at
£700 and we are now seeking charitable status

to add 28% to all donations received.
In addition, during 2005 in the UK the company
is investigating a "Give as you earn scheme" to
enable a more predictable and sustainable income.
Email us at millennium.project@scottwilson.com
with details of projects that need support.
Criteria for donations are:
• Must be child focused
• Must be in a country in which we work
(not UK - donations go much further
internationally)
• Must not be supported by a large
international charity (such as Save the
Children, etc)

supports the transition of our newest graduates
into the world of work and helps them become
more effective, much quicker.
Participants from all the UK based divisions
joined the foundation event in the Lake District
and despite one or two getting their feet wet, an
enjoyable and challenging time was had by all.

People first

Over managed and
under led?

A decade
of success

One of the questions raised by the Leadership Development Programme .

J1angsu Scott Wilson JV celebrates its
10th Anniversary.

The conclusion was that strong and skilful
management is important, but equally important
is our ability to align, inspire, support, coach
and develop our people; in short more emphasis
and delivery of leadership is required.
Both the Core Management and Strategic
Leadership Programmes kicked off this
quarter and the main topic for both was how
can we lead and manage our people more
effectively. Many individuals have gone away
from the courses with more ideas, tools
and strategies to help achieve this. More
important is the will and motivation they now

have to translate this into practice. 'Walking
the Talk' is all about transferring classroom
skills into workplace habits that can be really
seen by all employees.
Discussions are now underway with our
International Divisions to address how we can
develop local delivery of the Core Management
Programmes. If you are responsible for leading
a group of people, regardless of your grade or
discipline and you haven't already signed up in
the UK, contact your local HR Manager to get
onto the schedule of courses running over the
next year.

Jiangsu Scott Wilson Engineering Consultants
Co Ltd (JSW), our Chinese joint venture, turned
10 years old in November. Established in 1994
by Scott Wilson Ltd and the Jiangsu Provincial
Transportation Planning and Design Institute
(JPTPDI), JSW has thrived during China's
period of rapid growth.
Senior managers from Scott Wilson and
JPTPDI celebrated in Nanjing, Jiangsu
Province's capital. Expressing appreciation for
the strong support the joint venture has received
from its Chinese partner and clients, Simon
Davies, Divisional Chairman for China and Hong

A Day in the Life
Senior Marketing Executive, Elsa Chu, oversees marketing support to the offices 1n
China and Hong Kong.

Elsa Chu splits her time between two
offices, Hong Kong and Shenzhen, an
hour's drive to the north. Working closely
with Can Leung, they supervise a Marketing
and Graphics team consisting of seven local
staff. "I spend three or four days a week in
the Shenzhen office as most of the corporate
marketing, graphics work and China/Hong
Kong regional website work is done there,"
says Elsa.
What is it that makes her work so unusual?
"Corporate communications' takes on a new twist
when you consider China's language complexities.
In the Shenzhen office we communicate with
local staff in Mandarin Chinese using simplified
characters, whilst in Hong Kong we speak
English and Cantonese using traditional
characters I"
Elsa supports other offices in China,
many of which are thousands of kilometres
away. "We have an excellent network of
marketing contacts and emphasise good
working relationships and cooperation.
Using email, ftp sites, and our own
intranet site - Pontifact HK, we can
easily exchange information and data."
Elsa only occasionally travels to these
offices, but actively participates in
marketing events, such as the
pavement engineering seminars
organized by Scott Wilson in
China in April 2004.

Kong, said "We have travelled a bold path since
1994 when Jiangsu Scott Wilson became the
first sine-foreign joint venture to be established
at the provincial level in China. We are indebted
to the commitment and technical excellence of
all its staff who embrace an unbeatable
combination of Chinese and international
professionals, and to the loyalty of our clients
including the Jiangsu Provincial Department of
Communications." General Manager of JSW,
Yang Weidong added "Our vision continues to
be long term to contribute to China's
development and to strengthen the joint
venture's bottom line. We emphasise our core
competencies in transportation - international
practice and methods, combined with local
knowledge and expertise - and we have been
putting them to work for 10 years, helping our
clients in China arrive at the right solutions for
their projects."
Anniversary celebrations were marked by
gala dinners on the 13th and 14th of November,
a two-day Planning and Landscape Design
seminar, client visits and field trips in the
booming area of Nanjing. The week long
celebrations united Scott Wilson professionals
and special guests from locations throughout
China and abroad.

People first

Christmas around the
world with Scott Wilson
A few examples of people enjoying the festive spint.

Bangkok

Chesterfield

Basingstoke

Harare

Glasgow

London

Ashford

Shenzhen

Telford

Abingdon

Warsaw

Rising Star Suzanne
takes to the ICE
Suzanne Scobie becomes first female Chair for ICE.
Basingstoke based Engineer Suzanne Scobie
has blown away the stereotype image by not only
becoming the first female regional Chair for the
Institution of Civil Engineers' (ICE) UK Thames
Valley region but also, at 30, being one of the
youngest in the organisation!
"It's a very prominent role as the ICE is a
major industry voice for influencing government, "

says Suzanne. "The Thames Valley Region alone
has 6,500 members but we are looking to
restructure our boundaries to match those of
government agencies. The new South East of
England region will have over 12,000 members
covering an area of Bmillion people, with
the 22nd largest economy in the world that's bigger than Denmark or Austria!"
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